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ABSTRACT
Peer-ta-Peer (P2P) networking is not a new technology, the P2P has been introduced in the end of
70's, however the real implementation can be done in last decade synchronize with Internet progress.
This literature study will evaluate from some research papers about the progress of P2P in many
aspects. The main emphasize is in information searching and interoperability.
Basic idea of P2P arrived from social life which brings to the model of searching information in
computer network model. From the basic P2P model that called pure P2P until the combination of
some models to find better solution for special condition is discussed in this paper. Characteristic and
function of P2P in many environments bring as well as the background knowledge in this area. This
paper can bring contribution in selecting appropriate model of P2P.
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INTRODUCTION
History of P2P has been started since
around 1970. USENET (1979) and FidoNet
(1984) are two examples of completely
decentralized networks of peers. Sun added
object to Java language to speed up the
development of peer-ta-peer application in the
late 1990, this effort is now being continued with
the JXTA project. Microsoft also introduces dot-
NET as one of P2P platform. Napster (2001) is
music file sharing, this implementation is a
trigger popularity of P2P. The P2P systems and
application have attracted a great deal of
attention from computer science research.
What is new and what is not new in
P2P? Refer to (Milojicik, etc, 2002), give the
comparison such as Table 1.
Computer terminology is often making confuse
in academic, industry and users environment.
P2P terminology drives misperception as well.
To reduce the misperception, Milojicic et al.
(2002) has collected some definitions from
some experts as follow:
• The Intel P2P working group gives
definition: "the sharing of computer
resources and services by direct
exchange between systems"
• Ross Lee Graham state P2P definition
trough three key requirements: a). they
have an operational computer of server
quality; b) they have an addressing
system independent of DNS; and c) the
are able to cope with variable
connectivity
• Clay Shirky of O'Reilly and Associate say
"P2P is a class of applications that takes
advantage of resources - storage,
cycles, content, human presence -
available at the edges of the Internet.
Because accessing these decentralized
resources means operating in an
environment of unstable connectivity and
unpredictable IP addresses, P2P nodes
must operate outside the DNS system
and have significant or total autonomy
from central servers".
• Kindberg's definition is "P2P systems as
those with independent lifetimes".
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